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ABSTRACT
Video data forms the major traffic in today’s internet. Quality Of internet video has a great impact on user
engagement. Video encoding and streaming over wireless networks become a big concern. Real time video service
requires low end-to-end delay, which mainly consists of video encoding delay, queuing delay, and transmission
delay. The major concern is to reduce the queuing delay which has high impact on the video quality. Bufferbloat is
one of the main reasons for experiencing high queue latency at the intermediate nodes. Several AQM techniques
were used in reducing queue latency, but optimization of buffer size is never achieved. In this work, Hybrid FQCoDel mechanism is proposed which is the combination of both CoDel and Adaptive CoDel AQM mechanism with
fair queuing for the reduction of queuing delay and to optimize video transmission. Here the Adaptive CoDel is used
for video traffic whereas the CoDel is used for other network flow. The fairness in the network queuing is achieved
through the mechanisms of network classifier and the scheduler. Hybrid FQ-CoDeL is used for effective reduction
of the queuing delay and to increase the network bandwidth utilization for video streams which will result in better
quality of video.
Keywords : Bufferbloat, CoDel, Adaptive CoDel

I. INTRODUCTION
The major traffic in today’s Internet is Video Streams.
With the increasing amount of data and video traffic in
the Internet requires the network devices such as routers
and other end devices to be capable of handling multiple
Gigabit connections at given time. Since video traffic is
delay sensitive, the End-to-end Latency between the
network devices is an important metric to be concerned
with. This end-to-end latency can be classified as three
components: transmission delay, propagation delay and
queuing delay. Of these queuing delay is the main cause
ofuncertainty which varies frequently depending upon
the buffer size of the network devices [1].
The queuing delayis the time a job waits in
a queue until it can be executed. It is a key component
of network delay. Mostlypackets arrive at a router,
where they have to be processed and transmitted. A
router can only process one packet at a time. If packets
arrive faster than the router can process them (such as in
a burst transmission) the router puts them into the

queue (also called the buffer) until it can get around to
transmitting them. Delay can also vary from packet to
packet so averages and statistics are usually generated
when measuring and evaluating queuing delay. The
maximum queuing delay is proportional to buffer size.
An optimization in buffer size is required to enhance the
QoS parameters such as queuing delay, link utilization,
end-to-end throughput and packet loss. For the enhanced
performance, high throughput is necessary and to reduce
the queuing delay the availability of data in the buffer is
to be made less as possible [6]. While the former needs
large buffer size in order to increase the sending rate, the
latter case requires reduction in buffer size to prevent the
problem of bufferbloat [2].
The data traffic over the network requires minimum
queuing delay, which can be obtained through one of the
prominent AQM mechanisms called Controlled Delay
(CoDel) [3]. But the drawback in CoDel is that, it does
not support real-time video streaming since it uses fixed
and uniform target value for processing. Adaptive CoDel
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is used for real-time video streaming to mitigate
bufferbloat and to improve the QoS parameters [4].
Providing fairness which is not possible through CoDel
is ensured by Fair queuing CoDel (FQ-CoDel). Even
though fairness is achieved through the former one, it
does not satisfy the real-time video streaming which
experience varying RRT and queuing delay. So in this
work, Hybrid FQ-CODEL, which the combination of
both the CoDel and Adaptive CoDel with flow is
queuing, is proposed for effective reduction of the
queuing delay and to increase the throughput of video
traffic over the network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly describes the working of recent AQM techniques
like CoDel with the fair queuing and Adaptive CoDel
and a few open issues related to them. Section 3 talk
about the Hybrid FQ-CoDel in detail. Section 4
summarizes the research and concludes the paper with
possible future directions.

II. ACTIVE QUEUE MANAGEMENT
In Internet routers and other network devices,Active
queue management (AQM) is described as
the
intelligent drop of network packets inside a buffer
associated with a network interface controller (NIC) [8],
when that buffer becomes full or gets close to becoming
full, often with the larger goal of reducing network
congestion. This task is performed by the network
scheduler, which for this purpose uses various
algorithms such as random early detection (RED),
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN), or controlled
delay (CoDel). The most recent one among the AQM
techniques is CoDel.

keeping queue sizes low and latency under control[5].
The probability of a packet being dropped from a
particular connection is proportional to its bandwidth
usage rather than the number of packets it transmits.
Themain objective of the RED are
● Detect incipient (soon to happen) congestion,
allow bursts traffic.
● Keep power (throughput/delay) high by
maintaining low average queue size and assume
hosts respond to lost packets
● Avoid window synchronization by randomly
marking the packets.
● Avoid bias against bursty traffic.
● Provide some protection against ill-behaved
users.
B. CONTOLLED DELAY ALGORITHM
In network routing, CoDel for controlled delay is a
scheduling algorithm for the network scheduler.
Controlled Delay (CoDel) is the most recent AQM
mechanism proposed by Nichols and Jacobson [7] and is
believed to be the best to handle Bufferbloat. Unlike
other RED based AQM mechanisms, CoDel is
independent of various network parameters such as
queue size, queue size averages, queue size thresholds,
rate measurements, link utilization, drop rate, queue
occupancy time or round trip delays [7].
CoDel relies on the packet sojourn time i.e. the actual
queue delay experienced by a packet as a metric to
predict congestion in the network. If the packet sojourn
time is above the targetvalue for a specified interval of
time, CoDel starts proactively dropping/marking the
packets to control the queue length.
a) Target and parameter

A. RANDOM EARLY DETECTION
Random early detection (RED), also known as random
early discard or random early drop is a queuing
discipline for a network scheduler suited for congestion
avoidance. RED mechanism can be useful in controlling
the average queue size even in a network where the
transport protocol cannot be trusted to be cooperative.
RED statistically drops packets from flows before it
reaches its hard limit. This causes a congested backbone
link to slow more gracefully, and prevents retransmit
synchronization. This also helps TCP find its 'fair' speed
faster by allowing some packets to get dropped sooner

There are two most important CoDel parameters to be
set to achieve optimal results: target and interval. These
are fixed parameters and their values are chosen based
on the observations from several experiments. Following
are the values for target and interval:
● Target = acceptable standing queue delay
(constant 5ms)
● Interval = time on the order of worst case RTT
through the bottleneck (constant between 10ms
to 1sec)
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C. ADAPTIVE CONTROLLED DELAY



Adaptive CoDel is used for mitigating the bufferbloat in
the network devise and to improve the QoS parameters
of the real- time stream. The base of the Adaptive
Controlled delay is the varying buffer size needed to
support the incoming and outgoing bandwidth for the
video traffic over the network. Here the size of the
buffer remains same but the queuing delay experienced
by each packet in the specified interval gets varies.



Adaptive CoDel helps in refining the fixed target set by
the CoDel algorithm to suit the current network
parameters. CoDel is independent of any network
parameters but the adaptive CoDel rely upon the RTT
value for the network traffic which has the changeable
nature with each segment [4]. Hence estimation of RRT
for each segment is required for adaptive CoDel.
Target and Interval
Adaptive CoDel is based on varying RTT, the
optimization of bandwidth can be obtained when the
buffer size is proportional to the outbound link
bandwidth. The actual dispute lies in the determination
of proportionality constant. Thus the target value can be
given as
⁄∑
Where,
 SRTT is the smoothened RTT,
 BWout is the outgoing link bandwidth and ΣBW
is the sum of all bandwidths in the path of the
network flow [4].
D. LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING SYSTEM
Some of the issues that are present in the existing AQM
mechanisms are
 RED algorithm is too difficult to configure
especially in an environment with dynamic link
rates and it requires manual configuration.
 RED needs to be deployed at the edge of the
network.
 CoDel have fixed target value that does not
support real time streaming video.
 CoDel does not perform well with higher
number of hops and varying RTT.

CoDel can be applied to the single queue system
as a straight AQM.
Fairness in network flow is not analyzed in the
existing System.

CoDel has implementation advantage over other AQM
techniques since the packets get dropped at the dequeue
stage. It has got uniform target value to be set for
optimal result. But presumptuous of uniform or unique
value for the varying input and output bandwidth does
not work well. Especially for the real time streaming of
video, the uniform target set by the CoDel proves to be
insufficient to achieve high throughput.

III. HYBRID FQ-CODEL
A. Overview
According to the limitations of existing AQM
mechanisms, we present some solutions to fit it such as
fairness and video optimization.The proposed system
involves the concept of optimizing the video
transmission over the network with reduced queuing
delay and improved buffer management. Recent
technology for carrying out the above activities
especially in mitigating the bufferbloat problem and
reduction in queuing delay is some of the prominent
AQM mechanism such as Controlled Delay (CoDel) and
Adaptive Controlled Delay. These methods have their
own advantage based on the specific network
environment. The former technique sets a fixed target
and the interval time for the packets in the queue, which
makes it unsuitable for video streaming. The later one is
suitable for real video transmission since it supports the
fluctual bandwidth and varying packet size. The fairness
of the network flow is yet to be analyzed in the existing
system.
Hence there is a need to develop a methodology which
supports all types of network traffic so that fairness is
achieved with the increased network performance for
video transmission. Advantage of this methodology is it
provides isolation for low-rate traffic such as DNS, web,
and videoconferencing traffic without compromising the
benefits of the above mentioned AQM techniques. It
improves utilization across the networking fabric and
increase the video quality.
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IV. METHODS AND MATERIAL
To solve the aforementioned problem, Hybrid Fair
Queuing Controlled Delay (Hybrid FQ-CoDeL)
algorithm is developed.
Hybrid FQ-CoDel is a combination of both CoDel and
Adaptive CoDel AQM technique with Fair Queuing
scheduler. Hybrid FQ-CoDel mixes packets from
multiple flows and reduces the impact of head of line
blocking from bursty traffic. In order to isolate packets
form the network flow, a network classifier is
used.CoDel is initiated other traffic flow queue, whereas
Adaptive CoDel is used in video traffic queue. This
method makes use of weighted Deficit Round Robin
scheduler algorithm for dequeuing the packets from the
buffer of the network devices to the outbound link
a) Terminology and concepts
 Flow: A flow is typically identified by the five
tuples of source IP, destination IP, source port,
destination port and the protocol. It can also be
identified by the subset, superset of those
parameters or other means.
 Queue: Queue of packets represented internally
in Hybrid FQ-CoDel. In most instances each
flow gets its own queue. Queue represents the
internal data structure and the flow refers to the
actual stream of packets being delivered to the
Hybrid FQ-CoDel.
 Classifier: A mechanism to classify the network
flow based on the protocol used.
 Scheduler: A mechanisms to select which queue
a packet is dequeued from. Here Priority based
Deficit Round Robin Scheduler is used
 CoDel and Adaptive CoDel: The Active queue
management algorithm employed in Hybrid FQCoDel.
 Quantum: The maximum amount of bytes
dequeued from a queue at once.

transmission. But for the low rate traffic CoDel is more
sufficient. Thus the benefits of both the AQM
mechanisms were used accompanied with fairness
queuing.
Here the CoDel have a fixed parameter of 5ms target
and 100 millisecond of interval time. When the packets
in the queue gets delayed more than 5ms then it is
dropped at the dequeuing state and the interval time is
minimized. By this, the Queuing delay is controlled for
the other network traffic.
In the case of video traffic flow, the Adaptive CoDel
gets initiated which measures the smoothed RRT for
each flow of the video data. It is proved to be beneficial
for the real time video streaming and hence the overall
network performance increase which helps in video
optimization with better quality of video.
c) Fair Queuing
Fair queuing (FQ), also commonly called the fairness
algorithm, is a scheduling algorithm that addresses the
basic limitation of FIFO queuing. FQ classifies packet
flows into multiple queues, offering a fair scheduling
scheme for the flows to access the link. In this way, FQ
separates traffic and flows, and avoids applications that
consume less bandwidth being starved by applications
that consume more bandwidth.
Here the classifier is used for separating the traffic into
different flow and the higher priority is set for the queue
with the video traffic. The scheduler used in Hybrid FQCoDel is the priority based deficit round robin which
dequeue the packets form the buffer to the outbound link.

b) CoDel and Adaptive CoDel
The Hybrid FQ-CoDel combines the function of both the
controlled delay and Adaptive controlled delay AQM
mechanism. Here the CoDel gets activated in the queue
with all other network traffic except the queue with the
video data traffic. For the video flow Adaptive CoDel is
initiated which proves to be beneficial for the video

Figure 1 : Architecture of Hybrid FQ-CoDel
The Architecture of the proposed Hybrid FQ-CoDel as
shown in fig 1 consists of the following process
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The input stream of data from the source which
may be the server or the intermediate network
devices gets classified by the network classifier.
Here, the classifier mechanism help in isolating
the generic traffic flow into different kind like
video data traffic, DNS, web, and other low rate
traffic.
By analyzing the header of each packet, the
classifier will set the priority. In order to
optimize video transmission, video traffic is
give high priory by the classifier.
Once the flows are isolated the AQM
mechanisms such as CoDel and Adaptive CoDel
gets initiated respectively in each flow. In this
process only the flows with video traffic will
have Adaptive CoDel mechanisms for
maintaining queuing delay where as others will
have CoDel running in them simultaneously.
In order to achieve fairness in resources
utilization, Scheduler has been used which
select, which queue a packet is dequeued from.
Here Priority based Deficit Round Robin
Scheduler is used
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In this paper, a new AQM mechanism called Hybrid FQCoDel for efficient video transmission over the network
is proposed. Here the proposed Hybrid FQ-CoDel
algorithm efficiently reduces the queuing delay and also
mitigates the bufferbloat problem that exits in the
network devices. By reducing the delay the propose
approach can enhance the network performance. The
future work may include the implementation of the
above proposed work with proper network parameters
and the network performance analysis of the proposed
work.
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